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The Jordan Super.Fly 4 is the next installment of the Jordan Super.Fly series set to release from Jordan Brand. This silhouette is one
of the more popular shoes from the brand aside from their Air Jordans series.
Advertisment 
Adding some upgrades while keeping its traditional look, the Jordan Super.Fly 4 is built with a one-piece, no-sew base that offers
mesh detailing for lightweight breathability. The shoe keeps its Zoom cushioning that looks to be complete with FlightPlate. An
external heel counter is built on the back for stability for the foot for all motion movement.

As of right now there is no exact release date set for the first launch of the Jordan Super.Fly 4, as reports have them debuting later
this October 2015. 

Check out the detailed photos of one of the upcoming releases as well as a few other colorways below and let us know what your first
thoughts of the silhouette are in the comments section?

Source: US11

came out from a research firm NPD data, in 2016 the United States is the best selling shoes Top10 brand. This is the Nike for the
first time in 10 years with the champion missed, while Adidas is the suddenness of a thunderbolt on the champion seats. Both ranked
the most expensive, the most valuable is the best selling shoes list, as long as it is to capture the list seats 

1, Adidas Originals Superstar

is the head of Adidas shell clover series representative styles. The black tailed tongue gold embellish, white shoe body and side
three bar is simple in design and not to lose the identity, continue to play Classic more without losing the tide smell. Neutral style
either Metrosexual or pretty, is the choice of collocation of travel. 

Street exposure high superstar star shoes, two years ago the " collocation of white shoes; " summer style preferred equipment. Can
be called "the legend" Superstar shoes familiar, classic black and white color undoubtedly cause and minimalism linked to the idea,
but with the fashionable wind movement but also encounter just fit the characteristics of retro trend. 

Adidas Superstar street style with retro fermentation, can be called a classic can not sit up and take notice. From 1969 the original
basketball shoes to B BOY dance necessary war shoes, until now the current prevailing wind movement, won the top is sneaker
sector is fully deserve Superstar! 

2, Air Jordan XII

Air Jordan12 Gym Red pure white toe cap is connected with the sole, drag to sole is lined with the texture of leather shoe body
radiation. The red and white mosaic debut, is the collision of classic and dazzling heavy fine. Brain feet can feel the charm of leather
texture, perfect to show the Air Jordan12 classic temperament. 

this is known as the earliest campus rich handsome symbol. The representative Michael · Jordan's iconic figure "23" is perhaps the
most profound impression to worship him. One-piece design and streamlined appearance cut styles of heavy flu, is absolutely worthy
of collection of basketball shoes. 

is a topic of considerable to have occupied Sneaker circle "the legend of black shoes", the thick atmosphere enveloped the bull.
When Michael Jordan was suffering from flu body, still lead the Bulls won fifth championship is the classic Flu Game service, as the
God of basketball coming. This is the Air Jordan12 "Flu Game" was the source of! 

3, Converse Chuck Tay>
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